Introduction
It is hardly surprising that the recent economic instability in East Asia has spawned a cottage industry in crises analysis, approximating in output the writing on economic development which accompanied the meteoric rise of that region in the world economy. As with the latter work, so the atmosphere surrounding the production of literature on the 'Asian Crisis' remains highly politically charged. Furthermore, each current of writing has been marked by mono-causal theorizing; a tendency that has culminated in arid debates around binary oppositions such as 'state vs. market', 'crony capitalism vs. market capitalism', 'Asian values vs. democratic values', 'catch-up development vs. mature economic development' and so on. This chapter follows up on calls by critics of the above perspectives in the 'Asia' literature for a more multi-dimensional 'structural' analysis of the questions of Asian economic development and crisis.
1 However, such analysis is itself fraught with pitfalls as it involves grappling with difficult epistemological questions and devoting increased attention to the elaboration of complex conceptual frameworks. Nevertheless, in comparative and international political economy it is my belief that a structural 'level of analysis' is mandatory for the production of enduring knowledge and as a necessary basis for carrying out fruitful historicalempirical studies. The empirical focus of this chapter will be on the political economy of post-war Japan as it is Japan which is upheld as the key exemplar of a specific 'model' of capitalist development and as the 'lead goose' dragging behind it a clutch of miracle economies onto the forefront of world market competition. My argument is that the development of a clear and accurate understanding of both the meteoric rise of Japan in the world economy and its recent tendency towards economic crisis and stagnation must necessarily unfold through the periodization of capitalism -a form of structural analysis involving the theorizing of the specific modalities and institutional architecture of capital accumulation, including the international or global dimension of capital -in this case of the post-war world-historic phase of capitalist development. The specific conceptual approach to the periodizing of capitalism that will be elaborated in this chapter is Kozo Uno's approach to Marxian political economy.
2 My contention is that this approach best captures the differentia specifica of the post-war phase of capitalism and its mode of capital accumulation, and provides the optimal underpinning for historicalempirical explorations of the crisis propensities of Japanese capital. The first substantive section treats the central epistemological questions involved in the Unoist theorizing of a phase or 'stage' of capitalism. Section two outlines the stage specific practices of the post-war period and discusses their relevance for the Japanese political economy. In section three, the crisis propensities of Japanese capitalism is examined from the perspective of the Unoist theorization of post-war capitalism.
Epistemological questions in the Uno approach to perodizing capitalism
The fundamental problem which animates the Uno approach arises from the ontological peculiarity of capitalism as a social subject matter and the complexities facing social science as such for producing knowledge of it. The main issues for Unoists are: First, capitalism manifests a certain constant or 'logic' linked to its marketizing of human economic reproduction; a logic that to a greater or lesser extent operates within each and every capitalist society irrespective of historical differences between them. Second, the history of capitalism has been marked by the existence of world-historic stages or phases of capitalist development with diverging geo-spatial dimensions and architectures of accumulation, the emergence of which was not a product of the marketizing constant or logic of capitalism. Third, capitalism has assumed multifarious forms throughout its historical existence, has been supported historically to greater or lesser extents by non-capitalist and non-economic social practices, and has always been subject to resistance and challenge by human agency or by the very exigencies of material existence.
It is following from the peculiar ontological composition of capitalism then, that Unoists prescribe a research strategy entailing three levels of analysis, each marshaling epistemologies appropriate to the specific
